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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Learn how to use Alias Create VR
Learn how to use the subdivision tools in Alias
Learn how to use a Dynamo script
Learn how to work with the new UV Editor

Description
This class will cover a concept design workflow using Alias Create VR software, Alias
subdivision, Alias detailing, and VRED visualization techniques.

Speaker(s)
Florian Coenen received his industrial design diploma from
Pforzheim University of Applied Sciences in Germany. He has
worked as an industrial designer in concept, design
development, technical surfacing, and visualization for
automotive clients like BMW and Mercedes-Benz, and in the
consumer electronic field and capital goods design for
Siemens and Siemens mobile. For the past 5 years he has
been working for Autodesk Inc., as a Technical Support
Specialist taking care of customers who use Autodesk®
Alias®, VRED™, Maya®, 3ds Max®. He is now part of the
technical marketing team at Autodesk and is responsible for
the automotive industry.
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Alias CreateVR
concept modelling in Alias
Start Alias CreateVR from out of the Alias Main Menu > VR > CreateVR
The main menu has now a completely new section for SubD modelling.
This will give you the opportunity to create SubDs in CreateVR and work furthermore on them
using the Alias SubD tools.
This makes the design creation workflow much more fluent

For a detailed description of how to use Alias create VR and its tools, please visit the
documentation:
https://help.autodesk.com/view/ALIAS/2021/ENU/?guid=Alias_CreateVR_aboutcreatevr_html
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One of the tools that you will use most often is the intelligent Patch tool.
The tool changes the functionalities depending on your selection:

-

hover over an edge, you can extrude.
Hover over a vertex, you can move it.
Selecting two edges or two CVs you can weld them.
Hover over a hull, you can insert an edge or edge loop

See also the tool here on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NmrzHRwV8Wg
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Alias SubD modelling - Concept modelling in Alias
After saving the file in CreateVR, which will be automatically saved as FBX under
C:\Users\USERNAME\Documents\CreateVR\Saves, you can import the FBX file from CreateVR
directly in Alias and work furthermore on the SubDs using the Alias tool palette.
Working with the „Align-to-Curve-Tool”
For straightening up the lines surface edges, the Align to Curve Tool is very helpful and you can
control a large area using just some CVs.

For a detailed description of how to use the tool and all capabilities, please see the
documentation:
https://help.autodesk.com/view/ALIAS/2021/ENU/?guid=GUID-F0DA2D82-AFEE-41E6-991527646237F6DD
For a rough overview see here the What’s New video on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DZLFWuTNiA
Or the Deep Dive session which explains it in detail:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WyX1OjuBNBk
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Working with the „RetopTool”
here you learn how to model a frame underneath a glass hood:

For creating the red coloured frame underneath the glass hood, the retop tool is been used.
The retop tool can use an existing geometry as a reference, where you can create the subDs
on.

First select the glass hood (the reference geometry) and press go. Then you can click onto the
geometry to create points.
With the shift+LMB you can create SubD faces out of the points.
On the left lower corner, you see a Help UI, which shows you the different functionalities like:
- Creating points, edges, edge loops
- Extruding edges or edge loops
- Deleting points, edges and edge loops
- Moving edges or points or edge loops
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For a detailed description, please see the documentation:
https://help.autodesk.com/view/ALIAS/2021/ENU/?guid=GUID-FCDC5531-1169-4467-8C9C2A013FC77274
Or the Deep Dive session on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_GSDYi2KUDs
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For creating a thickness to the SubD frame, just use the Thicken tool:

See here the documentation:
https://help.autodesk.com/view/ALIAS/2021/ENU/?guid=GUID-D82408B5-8F5D-411B-8E9EA52BCCF8759F
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Dynamo
Using Dynamo scripts directly in Alias to create a complex pattern.

In Alias 2021.2 we have added a player for Dynamo.
The player lets you load Dynamo scripts so that you can work with them directly in the Alias UI.
So, you don’t need to know anything about Dynamo scripts, but you can still use all the
advantages which come with it, like computational design or any other script to create or modify
SubD and Nurbs geometry.
You can also launch Dynamo to edit the currently loaded script directly from Dynamo player, for
example to adjust minimum, maximum and default values, or naming and grouping of
parameters.
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See here the Pipe example for creating easily pipes along curves.

Additionally, we added some very useful script examples that you can find in your installation.
Or you can simply open the What’s new shelf where we already added an icon for each script:

See also here an article on the Design Studio Blog:
https://blogs.autodesk.com/design-studio/2020/09/21/create-your-own-tools-in-alias-2021-2/
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VRED
How to work with the new UV Editor to better create materials and textures.

The new UV Editor has now implemented projections for creating directly the right UVs

For creating a proper UV layout, the new Editor has now U and V constraints, where you are
able to apply the right UVs to a quadratic texture.
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See here the U and V constraint creation:

For e overview see here the YouTube video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-Z6itvLMtA
Or the documentation:
https://help.autodesk.com/view/VREDPRODUCTS/2021/ENU/?guid=uvedimprove-vred-20211

Rounded edge material option:

In the material Editor you will have the option to create rounded edges, like you can see here in
the picture.
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This is very helpful when having hard edges, which often happens on concept models or on
engineering data. This effect creates a fillet as a rendering effect and makes the images much
more realistic.
See also here the YouTube video to it: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHa0Erd23wA

Thank you very much!
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